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SUMMARY
Basic thickness forms of the NACA 63-, 6_-, 65-
series and NACA 63A-, 6_A-, 65A-series airfoil
sections are tabulated for thicknesses of 2, 3,/_, and 5
percent chord. Also presented for these thin airfoil
sections are theoretical values (_ pressures a_d velocity
ratios required to obtain theoretical airfoil pressure
distributions. In. a&lition, for each family of air-
foil sections, cross plots are presented fl'om which
ordinates and pressure distributions can: be easily
obtained for airfoil sections of thicknesses inter-
mediate to those presented in this report, in NACA
Report 824 (from 6 to 21 perce_t chord for the NACA
6-series), and in NACA Report 903 (fl'om 6 to 15
perce_tt chord for the NACA 6A-series).
INTRODUCTION
In order to minimize the wave drag of super-
sonic aircraft, the wings and tail surfaces are
designed with the use of airfoil sections thinner
than 6 percent chord. Ordinates for only a few
of these thin airfoils are published and these are
not conveniently located in a single report. This
report will supplement the information presented
in references 1 and 2 and provide the ortlim_tes of
additional airfoil sections useful in design of
supersonic aircraft.
The information presented in this report in-
ch|des tabulated ordinates for symmetrical NACA
6- and 6A-series airfoil sections with thicl,messes of
2, 3, 4, and 5 percent chord and a simplified
method of obtaining ordinates for any thickness
intermediate to published values from 2 to 2l
Supersedes NACA Technical Note 4322 by Elizabeth V,_. Patterson and
percent chord for NACA 63-, 64-, and 65-series
and h'om 2 to 15 percent chord for NACA 63A-,
64A-, and 65A-series airfoil sections. In addition,
a simplified procedure is presented for obtaining
the pressure dish'ibutions about airfoil sections of
intermediate thicknesses.
SYMBOLS
c chord of airfoil
t maximum thickness of airfoil
Iz_ free-stream velocity
V local velocity at any poin! on airfoil surface
AV increment of local velocity
AI_ increment of local vdot'ity caused t)y
additional type of load distribution
x distance along chord h'om leading edge
y distance perpendi('ular to chord
DISCUSSION
The basic thickness forms for the NACA 63-,
64-, 65-series and NACA 63A-, 64A-, 65A-series
airfoil sections with thicknesses of 2, 3, 4, and
5 percent chord arc presented in tim tables'of
figures 1 to 24. For tho 6A-series airfoil setqions,
where a trailing-edge radius is specific(l, an ordinate
is presented for the 100-percent-c]|ord station
to serve as a guide in fairing the rear portion of
the airfoil. The theoretical methods of references
1 and 2 were used to derive the 2-percent-tlfick
airfoil sections of the NACA 63-, 64-, 65-series
and the NACA 63A-, 64A-, 65A-series families,
respectively. Althot|glt not exactly corre(.t,
ordinates for thickness ratios intermediate to
those presented in references I and 2 and in the
Albert L. Braslow, 1958.
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present report can be obtained for all practiced
purposes by the following method which was
used to obtain the ordinates for the 3-, 4-, and
5-percent-thick airfoil sections tabulated herein.
For each family of airfoils, the ratio obtained by
dividing the ordinate y at each chordwise station
by the maximum thickness t is plotted against
the airfoil ma_mum thickness in percent airfoil
chord as presented in figures 25 to 30. From
these cross plots, the ratio y/t at each ehordwise
station can be obtained at, the desired wdue of
maximum thickness. V_dues of the ratio of the
leading-edge radius to the maximum thickness
squared as a function of maximunl thickness t
are presented for the NACA 6-series and 6A-series
airfoil sections in figures 31 and 32, respectively.
Addition of a cambered mean line to the basic
thickness form is accomplished with the use of
the mean-line data of references 1 and 2.
The theoretic_d pressure distributions, indicated
by (V/V+) _, for each of the symmetrical airfoil
sections presented are also tabulated in figures 1
to 24. in order to obtain the theoretical pressure
distributions for these airfoil sections at angles
of attack and/or with cambered mean lines, the
procedure described in reference 1 can be used.
In this method of calculating the pressure dis-
tributions, the velocity distribution about an
airfoil section is considered to be composed of
the following three separate and independent
components :
(l) The distribution corresponding to the
velocity distribution over the basic thickness
form at, zero angle of attack (V/V=)
(2) The distribution corresponding to the design
load distribution of the mean line (AV/V_)
(3) The distribution corresponding to the addi-
tional load distribution associated with angle of
attack (AI'./V_)
Values of the velocity-increment ratio _V/V_
are presented in references 1 and 2 and wdues
of the velocity ratio V/V_ and the velocity-
increment ratio AI-/V_ are tabulated in figures
1 to 24. For each family of airfoil sections,
vMues of (V/V_) _ and AI_/V,_ for intermcdiate
thicknesses can be obtained from figures 33 to 44.
In these figures, (I'/V_) 2 and AI_/V_ arc plotted
as a function of the maximum airfoil thickness
t in percent chord for each chordwise station.
Careful comparison of the ordinates and pressure
ratios tabulated in references 1 and 2 with the
faired cross plots of figures 25 to 44 shows some
discrepancies. Although these discrepancies are
small enough to be disregarded for all practical
purposes, the values obtained from the faired
cross plots are preferred for design considerations.
LANCLEY l_ESEARCH CENTER,
NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION,
LANCLEY FIELD, VA._ A_g_sl 25, 1958.
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L.E. radius: 0,045percent c
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L.E. radius: 0.072percent c
FIGURE 2. NACA 63 003 I)'_sic thickness form.
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L.E. radius: 0.12_ percent e






















































































































































FIGURE 4,--NACA 63 005 basic thickness form.
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I,.E. radius: 0.062 percent e
FIGURE ,5. NACA 64 002 basic thickness form. FIGURE 6.--NACA 64 003 basic thickness form•



































































































L.E. radius: 0.160 percent c
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1.112 1.055
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1. 132 1.064
1. 136 1. 066
1. 138 1,067
1. 141 1.068
1. 632 6. 064
1.119 1.058
1,104 6. 051
1. 086 1. 042


































L.E. radius: 0.173 Ix, rcent c
FI(_URE8.--NACA 64 005 basic thickness form•
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L.E. radius: 0.027 percent e
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L.E. radius: 0.061 percent c
FIGURE 10.--NACA 65 003 basic thickness form.
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L.E. radius: 0.109 percent c
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t.123 1. OEO .279
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1. I31 1.063 .219
1.134 1.065 .197
].137 1.066 .178
1. 136 1.066 .160
1.120 1.0.58 .144
1. 103 t.0_0 .129






• 917 .95_ .033
.880 ,938 0
L.E. radius: 0.170 percent c
FIC, URE 12.--NACA 65-005 basic thickness form.
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L.E. radius: 0.030 percent c






















































































































L.E. radius: 0•067 percent c
T.E. radius: 0,008 percent c
FmVRE 13. -NACA 63A002 basic thickness form. FIGURE 14,--NACA 63A003 basic thickness form,
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L.E. radius: 0.118 percent c
T,E. radius: 0.010 percvnt c
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L.E. radius: 0.185 percent c
T.E. radius: 0.013 percent c
FIGURE 16. NACA 63A005b'tsic thickness form.





























































1. 010 2. 240
I. 016 1, 850























L.E. radius: 0.028 percent c
T,E. radius: 0.005 percent c
FIGURE 17.--NACA 64A002 basic thickness form•
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i,.E. radius: 0.062 percent c
T,E. radius: 0.008 percent e
FmvRE 18.--NACA 64A003 basic thickness form.
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L.E. radius: 0.110 percent e
T.E. radius: 0.010 percent c
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L.E. radius: 0.173 percent e
T.E. radius: 0.0125 percent c
FIGURE 20.--NACA 64A005 b'_sic thickness form.
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L.E. radius: 0.026 percent c
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L.E. radius: 0.058 percent c
















































































FIGURE21. NACA 65A002 basic thickness form. FIGURE 22.--NACA 65A003 basic thickness form.
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L.E. radius: 0.102 i)ereent c
T.E. radius: 0.010 percent c
FICI'aE 23.--NACA 65A004 basic t'hickness" form.
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1. 099 •048 . 4_0
1. 109 . 053 . 382
1, 11,5 .0,56 .323
]. 120 . 058 . 278
1. 123 ,060 .246
1. 127 .062 ,218
L 130 . Of'_ .198
1. 132 .064 .178
1.128 .062 .161
I. 116 ,056 . 144
1,102 050 ,128
1. 088 043 . 113
1. 069 034 . 100
1.05O 025 .088
1. 028 014 .076
1. 003 001 .002
• 978 989 .048
• 947 973 .034 !
0 _ 0
L.E. radius: 0,150 percent c
T,E. radius: 0.0125 percent c
FIe:URn 24.-- NACA 65A005 basic thickness form.
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Maximum thickness, f, percent c
(b) x= 15 to 45 percent c.
22
FIGURE 25.--Continued.
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Moximum thickness, l, percent c
(d) x=65 to 75 percent c.
1_ l a IZI_.E 25.-- Continued.
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•144 0 6 8 I0 12 14
Maximum thicknesst t, percent c
(e) x=80 to 95 percent c.
FIGURE 25.--Concluded.
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(a) x=0.5 to 10 percent c.
Ft(;t+ItE 26.--Variation of rat io of ordinate to maximum thickness with airfoil
maximum thickness for the NACA 64-series airfoil scctions.
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(b) x= 15 to 45 percenl c.
FIGURE 26,--C0n! inuod.
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F_GurtY 27.--Variation of ratio of or(linatc to maximum thickness with airfoil maximum
thick ne_ for t he NACA 65-series airfoil sect ions.
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(b) x= 7.5 to 40 percent c.
IF:_GtTI_E 27.--Cont.inued.
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Maximum thickness, f, percent c
(0 x=85 to 95 percent c.
F1GVnE 27.--Concluded.
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Maximum thickness, 2, percentc
(a) x=O.5 to 25 percent c.
Fmt'R_: 28.--Variation of ratio of ordi_mte to maximum thickness with airfoil
maximum thickness for the NACA 63A-series airfoil sections.
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(b) x = 30 to 55 percent c.
"FIGURE 28.--Continued.
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(d) x=75 t,o 100 percent, c.
F_cv_ 28.--Concluded.
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Flcuas 29.--Variation of ratio of ordinate to maximum thickness with airfoil
maximum thickness for the NACA 64A-series airfoil section_,
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F[GC_RE 29.- Conclu(t.e(t,
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(a) z::0.5 tu 10 p_'rccnt c.
FmtT_E 30.--Varialion of ralio of ordina(c (o maximum thickness with airfoil
maximum thickm'_., fur the NACA 65A-_eries airfoil sections.
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F]G_L'RE 30.--Co_timmd.
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(c) x= 55 to 70 percent, c.
F_c;uas 30. Continued.
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FxavaE 32--Variation of ihe ratio of leading-edge radius 1o maximum thickness squared for tlm NACA 63A-, 64A-, and
65A-series airfoil sections.
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Moximum thickness,f, percent c
(_} x=0.5 percent c.
F[O_TRE 33.--VarlatioH of static-pressure coefficient with airfoil maximum thicknc_ for the NACA 63-series airfoil _cctiui_s.
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Maximum fhickness, l, percent ¢
(d) x=35 _o 70 percent, c.
F_ e;uaE 33.--Contbmed.
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Maximum thickness, f, percent c
(c) x=75 to I00 percent c.
FIGURE 33.--Concluded.
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Maximum thickness, t_ percent c
(d) x=80 to 100 pcrccnt c.
FIGURE 34.--Concludcd.
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(a) x=0.5 to 5.0 percent c.
FIrSt-RE 35.--Variation of static-pressure coefficient with airfoil maximum thickness for the
NACA 65-series airfoil sections.
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(b) x=7.5 to 45 percent c.
]TIGURE 35 --Co,ltinucd.
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(a) x--0.5 to 5.0 percent c.
FIGURE 36.--Variation of static-pressure coefficient with airfoil
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Maximum thickness, t, percent ¢
(a) ¢=0.5 to 2.5 percent c.
FtGV_E 37.--Variation of static-pressure coefficient with airfoil maximum thickness
for the NACA 64A-series airfoil sections.
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Maximum thickness,t, percent c
(a) x=0.5 to 2.5 percent c.
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1.44

































Maximum thickness, f, percent c
(e) x=45 to 9,5 percent c°
t4
FIGurE 38.--Concluded.
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i i
a, 6 8 I0 12 14 16 18 20 22
Maximum thickness, /, percent c
(a) x=0 percent c.
FIevR_: 39.--Variation of additional velocity-increment ratio with airfoil maximum
thickHcss for the NACA 63-series airfoil sections.
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(b) x=0.5 {o 2.5 percent c.
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(c) == 5.0 to 95 percent c.
FIGVRE 39.--Concluded.
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Moximum thickness, 1, percent ¢
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(a) x=O percent c.
FZGCRE 40.--Variation of additional velocity-increment ratio with airfoil maximum
thickness for the NACA 64-series airfoil sections.
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Maximum thickness, t, percent' C
(b) x=0.5 to 2.5 percent c.
FIfiURE 40.--Continued.
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Moximum thickness, f, percent ¢
(e) x=5.0 to 95 percent c.
FIGURE 40.--Concluded.
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Maximum thickness, t percent ¢
(a) :_=0 percent c.
FIt3URE 4].--Variation of additional velocity-increment ratio with airfoil maximum







































14 r6 _8 2o 2'z
Maximum Hfickness, L _ercent c
(b) x=0.5 to 2.5 percent c.
FIG_:RE 41.--Co_tinued.
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(c) x=5.0 to 95 percent c.
Ficvr_E 41.--Concluded
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FIGURE 42.--Variation of additional velocity-increment ratio with airfoil
ma×imum t,hickness for the NACA 63A-series airfoil sections.
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F_Gv_, 43.--Variation of additional vclocity-increme_t ratio with airfoil
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(b) z=0.5 to 2.5 percent c.
FzGunF, 43.--Contlm]ed.
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(a) z---0 percent c.
FIGURE 44.--Variation of additional velocity-increment ratio with airfoil
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(c) z=5.0 to 95 percent c.
FIGU!_E 44.--Concluded.
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